Migration Services
Reach your specific goals led by Quest experts who perform hundreds
of migrations every year. Whether you require expert advice, full project
management, or something in between, our trusted advisors help you
maximize your investment and guide you toward the outcomes you desire.
We take the time to understand your unique business drivers through our
high-level discovery and assessment of your environment. We provide
you with a clear, defined plan for any project, with minimal impact and little
to no downtime.

PLAN
Environment Assessments
Assessments are a cost-effective way
to check the health of your existing
Active Directory, Exchange or Notes
environment and get ready for an
efficient transformation.
Project Management
Let the experts guide you through the
complexities of a migration.

PLAN A PREDICTABLE PROJECT
A great way to power through the planning phase is to work with a partner
like Quest who’s done this before. Our global, in-house teams have enterprise
migrations down to a science. We can help you check the right boxes and get
ready to migrate your email, applications and directories, including to or within the
cloud. Quest assessments help you to identify common problems before starting
a migration. Remediating any issues found during these assessments can shorten
your timeframe, prevent budget overruns and minimize the impact of the transition
process on your users.

MODERNIZE
Office 365 Adoption
Modernize quickly and safely even if
modernizing Office 365 for the first time
or moving to a new tenant. You get
expert guidance, insight, preparation
and configuration so your entire
transformation is a success.
Domino Application Services

MODERNIZE WITHOUT IMPACTING YOUR END USERS
Quest can move your email and data automatically, securely and minimize
disruptions to your users. Depending on the size of your move, this phase could
take weeks or even months. We can establish coexistence between the source
and target environments so that your users can keep working during the move.

MANAGE THE PROCESS AT EVERY STEP
If you’re like most organizations whose IT teams are stretched thin, you might
need help with this level of oversight. This is a great opportunity to engage a
seasoned partner like Quest to manage the project from end-to-end. We can plan
your project, move your data, and even train your users. This leaves you free to
focus on what's important to your business.

Migrate and retire legacy Domino
applications.
Notes Mail
Transform Notes Mail and migrate
to Office 365, leveraging the most
thoroughly vetted people, processes and
software in the market.
Active Directory Migration
Time-tested processes and software to
move all your Active Directory objects
without disrupting your business.
Migration-as-a-Service
A low-stress, full-service approach as
experts handle your migration and let
you focus on your core business.

ABOUT QUEST
Quest creates software solutions that make the benefits of new technology real in an
increasingly complex IT landscape. From database and systems management, to Active
Directory and Office 365 management, and cyber security resilience, Quest helps
customers solve their next IT challenge now. Quest Software. Where next meets now.
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